
CLASS 1 Home Learning for w/c 16.03.20 

 

 

Maths 

• Continue to practice counting forwards to 50 and backwards from 20 to 0. Then whisper and clap in 

2s starting with 1 (whispered) and 2 (spoken with a clap). Repeat starting with zero as a whisper.  

• Adding amounts using a dice (you can download apps for dice rolling if you can’t find one in a 

game). Roll the dice and make that amount using pennies or pasta.  

Now can you add more to make 10 in total? For example, you roll a 4. You will need 6 more pennies 

or pasta pieces to make 10.  

Parents can help by showing how to show  this using fingers or by counting on using the number 

line on the bottom of this sheet.  

• Roll a dice and count that number of pennies or pieces of pasta. Now can you split that number and 

say “3+3 = 6.” If this is easy, use two dice and add to a total first before partitioning the number. As 

an extra challenge, try and say the subtraction number sentence, e.g. “6-3 =3” 

 

 

Phonics 

• Practise blending and segmenting the sounds of the week: 

oi (as in boil, foil, spoilt, droid).  

ou (loud, proud, found, shout). 

igh (light, bright, night, fright). 

oa (coat, goat, float, throat).    

Practise reading and writing the tricky words;   me, he, be, we, she, the, and I.  

• Read your favourite book and draw a picture of the characters.  Use the book to find their names, 

then copy them as labels 

 

IT 

• Use your weekend news to go on a technology hunt. Find items around your home that use power 

and make life easier e.g. TV, camera, phones, tablets, Alexa or similar, video door bells etc. You 

could draw these together then label, write as a list or photograph them and write the labels.  

 

Art 

• https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/radio 

Follow the link above then click on; Listen to the woodland sounds with Andy. 

Then draw or paint one of the animals that made a sound. 

 

Other Activities 

• Make a card for a neighbour who is home alone and post it through their letterbox. Check with your 

parent or guardian before you do this. 
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